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ABSTRACT

The time dependent harmonic oscillator is solved explicitly for quantum mechanics by tne
operator mdhod with an auxiliary condition as the classical solution. Two classical invariant
quantities which determine whether or not the system is bound are derived by the classical
equation of motion. We obtain the invariant operator from one classical invariant quantity. Its
eigenfunction is related to the solu tion of Schrodinger equation of the system and its eigenvalue is
related to another classical qualitity. The wave function"is evaluated exactly by the eigenfunction
of the invariant operator but it is not the eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian of the system. The
uncertainty which calculates with the wave function is not a minimum one. We will confirm
that the function which holds minimum uncertainty is a eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian.

(1)

Over the past a few decades, many works using the several methods have been devoted to the
study of the time dependent harmonic oscillator.1-5

In a previous paper6 , we also treated this system using the path integral method. Here, using
the operator method we retreat the quantum mechanical time dependent harmonic oscillator and
discuss the minimum uncertainty function of it. We began by classically considering of the system.

The Hamiltonian of the system is

H = ;~ + ~Mw(t)2q2

where q and p are canonical variables and w(t)2 is a real positive function. From Hamilton's equation
of motion, we obtain the classical equation of motion:

PACS No. 03.65.Ge.
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Although the differential Eq. (2) can not be easily solved, it can be expressed in the form

q = p(t)ei,(t) (3)

where the function p(t) and ,(t) must be determined from Eq. (2); these are real and depend only
on time. Substitution of Eq. (3) into Eq. (2) gives the real and imaginary parts of this equation as

p-y + 2p-y = 0

One invariant quantity can be found from Eq. (5) in the form

n = M p2-y

with an auxiliary condition given by the classical solution.
Substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (4), it becomes

.. n2
( )2

P - M2 p3 +w t P = 0

Another time invariant quantity can be evaluated from

dI = aI + aI aH _ aI aH = 0
dt at ax ap ap ax

From Eq. (1) and (8), we obtain the classical invariant quantity as

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)1= ~ [~: q' + (pp - MPq)']

By invariant quantities n and I, we can determine whether or not the system is bound. If nis zero,
Eq. (9) is an elliptic equation in the phase space. Thus, as q and p in the system is limited in some
regions, it is a bound system. However, if n is zero, Eq. (9) is a line in the phase space. In this
case, q is able to occupy everywhere. Thus, the motion of the system is unbound.

Now, we treat the system quantum mechanically. Displacing the canonical variables of the classical
system to the quantum operator in Hamiltonian Eq. (1), we also obtain the quantum invariant
quantity as the operator of the same form Eq. (9). In order to obtain eigenfunctions and eigenvalues
of the invariant operator, we will reexpress it with the creation and annihilation operators. Thus, we
define the time dependent canonical annihilation and creation operators a and at by the relations

a= 1 [nq+i(PP_MPq)]
~2M1in p .

at = 1 [n q _ i(pp _ MPq)]
~2Mhn p

(10)

(11)

(12)

with an auxiliary condition Eqs. (4) and (5). These operators satisfy the canonical commutation
rule [a, at] = 1 and hold usual property of the creation and annihilation operators. The invariant

operator Eq. (9) can be written by a and at as

1= 1!l1 (ata +D
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The eigenstates of the invariant operator Eq. (12) are the same forms with the normalized eigen

states, In >, of ata , the eigenvalue spectrum of I is obtained by A = Oh (n +!) where n is integer.
There is a ground state, which we will denote by Uo, beyond which lowering ends. This must satisfy
that auo = 0 In q-space, it becomes

8uo M:y ( P)
8q + T 1 - p:y q = 0

The normalized solution of Eq. (13) is

( M:Y) t [M'1 ( . p) 2]
Uo = 7rh exp - 2h 1- '/. P'1 q

We may also obtain the excited eigenfunctions

Un = ~(attuo
vn!

To find the explicit form of the excited eigenfunction we need a following formulas:

f" q2/2 dn -f"q2/2 _ (d t)ne -e - --."q
dqndq

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

where n is an integer and Hn is a n-th order Her1l1ite polynomial. With the help of the Eqs. (1l),
(16), and (17) in Eq. (15), we obtain "the normalized eigenfunctions of the excited states by working
out in detail

. fl(M·)1/
4 [M' ( )] fMfun(q, t) = V~ 7r;. exp - 2h' 1 - i {p q2 Hn(V-i-q)

This is a eigenfunction of the invariant operator with an auxillary condition as Eqs. (4) and (5).
However, we note that the eigenfunction of the invariant operator I, Eq. (18), is not the wave
function of the system, but is related to the wave function of the system. The wave function of the
system satisfies the Schrodinger equation of it.

. 8 h
2 82 M ( 2 2 .

'/.h-7/J = ---VJ + -w t) q VJ8t 2M 8q2 2
(19)

To obtain the wave function of the system, we try to apply Eq. (18) into Eq. (19). If so, we guess
the wave function can ~ake a following form

7/Jn( q, t) = eicxnun(q, t)

Substituting Eq. (20) into Eq. (19) gives

From Eqs. (18), (20), and (21), we obtain the exact wave function of the system:

tPn(q, t) = J.1 (M:Y) 1/4 e-i(l/2+n)-Y exp [_ M:y (1 _i~) q2] Hn(JM\)2n n! 7rn 2n P, n
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(21 )

(22)



with an auxiliary condition as Eqs. (4) and (5).
To find the propagator of the system, we use Mehler's formula7

J _ 2 [2XY Z - X2 - Y
2

] _ _ X 2
_y2~ --=-=-H (X)H (Y)

1 z exp 1 _ z2 - e LJ 2nn! n n
n=O

with the help of Eqs. (22) and (23), the propagator of the system yields

(23)

I«q,t;q',t')= MVfii exp{iM [(~q2 _ P'q'2)
27l"fi sinh - ,') . 2fi p p'.

+ . (1 ') [(i'l + ~'q'2) cosh -,') - 2~qq']]} (24)sm ,-,

with an auxillary condition as Eqs. (4) and (5), where p' = p(t') and " = ,(t'). These are the same
as our previous result using path integral methods. We define the uncertainty product as

(~q~P)m,n = [I < mlq2 1n > - < mlqln >2 I xl';' mlp21n > - < mlpln >2 I] 1/2

Using the Eq. (22) into Eq. (25), we get the uncertainty relation for various states

fir;;-
(~q~P)m,n= 2V 1 +W[v(n + 2)(n + 1)om,n+2 + (n + l)om,nH + (2n + 1)8m,nl

(25)

(26)

Since the minimum uncertainty of the above products is larger than ~, the coherent state of the
system is not the minimum uncertainty state.

We will find the minimum uncertainty state. With helping Eqs. (10) and (11). We may reexpress

the Hamiltonian,Eq. (1), by a and at

H = 4~ [aa 2 + a *at 2 +,B{a, at} ]

where

(27)

(28)

(29)

To diagonalize the Hamiltonian, Eq. (27), we introduce the new creation and annihilation operators

b = Jla + vat, bt = Jl*a t + v*a (30)

where

(31)

This holds the same properties of usual creation and annihilation operators. If the band bt hold the
following relation

[H, b] = -kb (32)

the Hamiltonian, Eq. (27), can be diagonalized in some space. The Jl and v satisfying the Eqs. (31)
and (32) are

a

Jl = V2k (,B - k)
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f3-k
1I = ----:;::=:=::;:::::::=::;=

y'2k(f3 - k

k = 2w(t)n

(34)

(35)

(36)

(37)

In this case, Hamiltonian, Eq. (27), can be diagonalized and the eigenvalues of t'he Hamiltonian are
.An = fiw(t) (n + !) ,where n is integer. The normalized eigenstates of the Hamiltonian are

cPn = ~(bttuo
yn:

= V2:nl (M;~t)r4

e-M;J"q'H. ( VM~(t) q)
This is not a solution of the Schrodinger equation, Eq. (23), but is a meaningful function in the
system. Substituting Eq. (52) into Eq. (34), we yield the uncertainty product in the eigenstates
space of the Hamiltonian of the system.

(l:i.ql:i.P)n,n = n(n + ~)

Since the minimum uncertainty of Eq. (53) is ~' we understand that minimum u~certainty state is
a eigenstate of the Hamiltonian of the system. That is, the eigen-coherent state of the Hamiltonian
of the system is the squeezed state of the system.

All of our results are ones in the bound state because our system is a bound system. If w(t)2 in
Hamiltonian, Eq. (1), is negative, then its system is an unbound one. In this system, since the
creation and anihilation operators do not tranform a new one, there are not any unbound statees.
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